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Classification of continuously transitive circle groups
JAMES GIBLIN
VLADIMIR MARKOVIC
Let G be a closed transitive subgroup of Homeo.S1/ which contains a non-constant
continuous path f W Œ0; 1! G . We show that up to conjugation G is one of the
following groups: SO.2;R/ , PSL.2;R/ , PSLk.2;R/ , Homeok.S1/ , Homeo.S1/ .
This verifies the classification suggested by Ghys in [5]. As a corollary we show that
the group PSL.2;R/ is a maximal closed subgroup of Homeo.S1/ (we understand
this is a conjecture of de la Harpe). We also show that if such a group G<Homeo.S1/
acts continuously transitively on k –tuples of points, k > 3 , then the closure of G is
Homeo.S1/ (cf [1]).
37E10; 22A05, 54H11
1 Introduction
Let Homeo.S1/denote the group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of S1
which we endow with the uniform topology. Let G be a subgroup of Homeo.S1/with
the topology induced from Homeo.S1/. We say that G is transitive if for every two
points x;y 2 S1 , there exists a map f 2G , such that f .x/D y . We say that a group
G is closed if it is closed in the topology of Homeo.S1/. A continuous path in G is a
continuous map f W Œ0; 1!G .
Let SO.2;R/ denote the group of rotations of S1 and PSL.2;R/ the group of Mo¨bius
transformations. The first main result we prove describes transitive subgroups of
Homeo.S1/that contain a non constant continuous path.
Theorem 1.1 Let G be a transitive subgroup of Homeo.S1/which contains a non
constant continuous path. Then one of the following mutually exclusive possibilities
holds:
(1) G is conjugate to SO.2;R/ in Homeo.S1/.
(2) G is conjugate to PSL.2;R/ in Homeo.S1/.
(3) For every f 2 Homeo.S1/and each finite set of points x1; : : : ;xn 2 S1 there
exists g 2G such that g.xi/D f .xi/ for each i .
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(4) G is a cyclic cover of a conjugate of PSL.2;R/ in Homeo.S1/and hence conju-
gate to PSLk.2;R/ for some k > 1.
(5) G is a cyclic cover of a group satisfying condition 3 above.
Here we write PSLk.2;R/ and Homeok.S1/ to denote the cyclic covers of the groups
PSL.2;R/ and Homeo.S1/ respectively, for some k 2 N.
The proof begins by showing that the assumptions of the theorem imply that G is
continuously 1–transitive. This means that if we vary points x;y 2 S1 in a continuous
fashion, then we can choose corresponding elements of G which map x to y that also
vary in a continuous fashion. In Theorems 3.8 and 3.10 we show that this leads us to
two possibilities, either G is conjugate to SO.2;R/, or G is a cyclic cover of a group
which is continuously 2–transitive.
We then analyse groups which are continuously 2–transitive and show that they are
infact all continuously 3–transitive. Furthermore, if such a group is not continuously
4–transitive, we show that it is a convergence group and hence conjugate to PSL.2;R/.
On the other hand if it is continuously 4–transitive, then we use an induction argument
to show that it is continuously n–transitive for all n 4. This implies that for every
f 2 Homeo.S1/and each finite set of points x1; : : : ;xn 2 S1 there exists a group
element g such that g.xi/D f .xi/ for each i .
The remaining possibilities, namely cases 2 and 3, arise when the aforementioned
cyclic cover is trivial.
In the case where the group G is also closed we can use Theorem 1.1 to make the
following classification.
Theorem 1.2 Let G be a closed transitive subgroup of Homeo.S1/which contains a
non constant continuous path. Then one of the following mutually exclusive possibilities
holds:
(1) G is conjugate to SO.2;R/ in Homeo.S1/.
(2) G is conjugate to PSLk.2;R/ in Homeo.S1/for some k  1.
(3) G is conjugate to Homeok.S1/ in Homeo.S1/for some k  1.
The above theorem provides the classification of closed, transitive subgroups of
Homeo.S1/that contain a non-trivial continuous path. This classification was suggested
by Ghys for all transitive and closed subgroups of Homeo.S1/(See [5]).
One well known problem in the theory of circle groups is to prove that the group of
Mo¨bius transformations is a maximal closed subgroup of Homeo.S1/. We understand
that this is a conjecture of de la Harpe (see [1]). The following theorem follows directly
from our work and answers this question.
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Theorem 1.3 PSL.2;R/ is a maximal closed subgroup of Homeo.S1/.
In the following five sections we develop the techniques needed to prove our results.
Here we prove the results about the transitivity on k–tuples of points. In Section 7 we
give the proofs of all the main results stated above.
2 Continuous Transitivity
Let G < Homeo.S1/ be a transitive group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms
of S1 . We begin with some definitions which generalize the notion of transitivity.
Set,
Pn D f.x1; : : : ;xn/ W xi 2 S1;xi D xj () i D j g
to be the set of distinct n–tuples of points in S1 . Two n–tuples
.x1; : : : ;xn/; .y1; : : : ;yn/ 2 Pn
have matching orientations if there exists f 2 Homeo.S1/such that f .xi/D yi for
each i .
Definition 2.1 G is n–transitive if for every pair .x1; : : : ;xn/; .y1; : : : ;yn/ 2 Pn
with matching orientations there exists g 2G such that g.xi/D yi for each i .
Definition 2.2 G is uniquely n–transitive if it is n–transitive and for each pair
.x1; : : : ;xn/; .y1; : : : ;yn/2Pn with matching orientations there is exactly one element
g 2 G such that g.xi/ D yi . Equivalently, the only element of G fixing n distinct
points is the identity.
Endow S1 with the standard topology and Pn with the topology it inherits as a subspace
of the n–fold Cartesian product S1     S1 . These are metric topologies. With the
topology on Pn being induced by the distance function
dPn..x1; : : : ;xn/; .y1; : : : ;yn//DmaxfdS1.xi ;yi/ W i D 1; : : : ; ng;
where dS1 is the standard Euclidean distance function on S
1 .
Endow G with the uniform topology. This is also a metric topology, induced by the
distance function,
dG.g1;g2/D supfmaxfdS1.g1.x/;g2.x//; dS1.g 11 .x/;g 12 .x//g W x 2 S1g
A path in a topological space X is a continuous map  W Œ0; 1!X . If X W Œ0; 1!Pn
is a path in Pn we will write xi.t/D i ıX .t/, where i is projection onto the i –th
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component of S1    S1 , so that we can write X .t/D .x1.t/;    ;xn.t//. We will
call a pair of paths X ;Y W Œ0; 1! Pn compatible if there exists a path hW Œ0; 1!
Homeo.S1/ with h.t/.xi.t//D yi.t/ for each i and t .
Definition 2.3 G is continuously n–transitive if for every compatible pair of paths
X ;Y W Œ0; 1!Pn there exists a path gW Œ0; 1!G with the property that g.t/.xi.t//D
yi.t/ for each i and t .
Definition 2.4 A continuous deformation of the identity in G is a non constant path
of homeomorphisms ft 2G for t 2 Œ0; 1 with f0 D id.
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5 For n 2 the following are equivalent:
(1) G is continuously n–transitive.
(2) G is continuously n 1–transitive and the following holds. For every n 1–tuple
.a1; : : : ; an 1/ 2 Pn 1 and x 2 S1 n fa1; : : : ; an 1g there exists a continuous
map Fx W Ix!G satisfying the following conditions,
(a) Fx.y/ fixes a1; : : : ; an 1 for all y 2 Ix
(b) .Fx.y//.x/D y for all y 2 Ix
(c) Fx.x/D id
where Ix is the component of S1 n fa1; : : : ; an 1g containing x .
(3) G is continuously n  1–transitive and there exists .a1; : : : ; an 1/ 2 Pn 1 with
the following property. There is a component I of S1 n fa1; : : : ; an 1g, a point
zx 2 I and a continuous map Fzx W I !G satisfying the following conditions,
(a) Fzx.y/ fixes a1; : : : ; an 1 for all y 2 I
(b) .Fzx.y//.zx/D y for all y 2 I
(c) Fzx.zx/D id.
(4) G is continuously n  1–transitive and there exists .a1; : : : ; an 1/ 2 Pn 1 with
the following property. There is a component I of S1 n fa1; : : : ; an 1g, such
that for each x 2 I there exists a continuous deformation of the identity ft ,
satisfying ft .ai/D ai for each t and i and ft .x/¤ x for some t .
Proof We start by showing Œ1 ) 4. As G is continuously n–transitive, it will
automatically be continuously n   1 transitive. Take .a1; : : : ; an 1/ 2 Pn 1 and
x 2 S1 n fa1; : : : ; an 1g. Let Ix be the component of S1 n fa1; : : : ; an 1g which
contains x . Take y 2 Ix n fxg and let xt be an injective path in Ix with x0 D x and
x1 D y .
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Let X W Œ0; 1! Pn be the constant path defined by X .t/D .a1; : : : ; an 1;x0/ and let
Y W Œ0; 1! Pn be the path defined by Y.t/D .a1; : : : ; an 1;xt /. Then since xt 2 Ix
for every time t these form an compatible pair of paths. Consequently, there exists a
path gt 2G which fixes each ai and such that gt .x/D .xt /. Defining ft Dgt ı.g 10 /
gives us the required continuous deformation of the identity.
We now show that Œ4) 3. For zx 2 I set Kzx to be the set of points x 2 I for which
there is a path of homeomorphisms ft 2G satisfying,
(1) f0 D id
(2) ft .ai/D ai for each i and t
(3) f1.zx/D x .
Obviously, Kzx will be a connected subset of I and hence an interval for each zx 2 I .
Choose zx 2 I and take x 2 Kzx . Let ft and gt be continuous deformations of the
identity which fix the ai for all t and such that ft0.x/¤ x for some t0 2 .0; 1 and
g1.zx/Dx . ft exists by the assumptions of condition 4. and gt exists because x 2Kzx .
The following paths show that the interval between ft0.x/ and .ft0/
 1.x/ is contained
in Kzx :
h1.t/D

g2t t 2 Œ0; 1=2
ft0.2t 1/ ıg1 t 2 Œ1=2; 1
h2.t/D

g2t t 2 Œ0; 1=2
.ft0.2t 1// 1 ıg1 t 2 Œ1=2; 1
As x is contained in this interval and cannot be equal to either of its endpoints we see
that Kzx is open for every zx 2 I . On the other hand, zx 2Kzx for each zx 2 I and if
x1 2Kx2 then Kx1 DKx2 . Consequently, the sets fKzx W zx 2 Ig form a partition of
I and hence Kzx D I for every zx 2 I .
We now construct the map Fzx . To do this, take a nested sequence of intervals Œxn;yn
containing zx for each n and such that xn;yn converge to the endpoints of I as n!1.
We define Fzx inductively on these intervals. Since Kzx D I we can find a path of
homeomorphisms ft 2G satisfying,
(1) f0 D id
(2) ft .ai/D ai for each i and t
(3) f1.zx/D x1 .
We now show that there exists a path xft 2G , which also satisfies the above, but with
the additional condition that the path xft .zx/ is simple.
To see this, let Œx; zx be the largest subinterval of Œx1; zx for which there exists a pathxft 2G which satisfies,
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(1) xf0 D id
(2) xft .ai/D ai for each i and t
(3) xf1.zx/D x
(4) xft .zx/ is simple.
We want to show that x D x1 . Assume for contradiction that x ¤ x1 . Then since
x 2 Œx1; zx there exists s 2 Œ0; 1 such that fs.zx/D x and for small  > 0, we have
that fsC.zx/ 62 Œx; zx. Then if we concatenate the path xft with fsC ı f  1s ı xf1 for
small  we can construct a simple path satisfying the same conditions as xft but on
a interval strictly bigger than Œx; zx, this contradicts the maximality of x and we
deduce that x D x1 .
We can use the path xft to define a map F1zx W Œx1;y1!G satisfying,
(1) F1zx.y/ fixes each ai for each y 2 I
(2) .F1zx.y//.zx/D y for all y 2 I
(3) F1zx.zx/D id.
by taking paths of homeomorphisms that move zx to x1 and y1 along simple paths in
S1 .
Now assume we have defined a map Fkzx W Œxk ;yk !G satisfying,
(1) Fkzx .y/ fixes each ai for each y 2 I
(2) .Fkzx .y//.zx/D y for all y 2 I
(3) Fkzx .zx/D id.
We can use the same argument used to produce F1zx to show that there exists a map
Fxk W ŒxkC1;xk ! G such that Fxk .x/ fixes the ai for each x , Fxk .xk/ D id and
.Fxk .x//.xk/Dx . Similarly there exists a map Fyk W Œyk ;ykC1!G such that Fyk .x/
fixes the ai for each x , Fyk .yk/D id and .Fyk .x//.yk/D x .
This allows us to define, FkC1zx W ŒxkC1;ykC1!G by:
FkC1zx .x/D
8<:
Fkzx .x/ x 2 Œxk ;yk 
.Fxk .x// ıFkzx .xk/ x 2 ŒxkC1;xk 
.Fyk .x// ıFkzx .yk/ x 2 Œyk ;ykC1
Inductively, we can now define the full map Fzx W I !G .
We now show that Œ3) 2. So take x0 2 I with x0 ¤ zx and define Fx0 W I !G by
(1) Fx0.y/D Fzx.y/ ı .Fzx.x0// 1
Then Fx0 satisfies,
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(1) Fx0.y/ fixes a1; : : : ; an 1 for all y 2 I
(2) .Fx0.y//.x0/D y for all y 2 I
(3) Fx0.x0/D id.
Moreover, we can use (1) to define a map F W I  I ! G which is continuous in each
variable and satisfies,
(1) F.x;y/ fixes a1; : : : ; an 1 for all x;y 2 I
(2) .F.x;y//.x/D y for all x;y 2 I
(3) F.x;x/D id for all x 2 I .
Now take x0 to be a point in S1 n I [fa1; : : : ; an 1g and let I 0 be the component of
S1 nfa1; : : : ; an 1g which contains x0 . Then since G is continuously n 1–transitive
there exists g 2G which permutes the ai so that g.I/D I 0 . Define Fx0 W I 0!G by
Fx0.y/D g ıFg 1.x0/.g 1.y// ıg 1
for y 2 I 0 . Then Fx0 satisfies,
(1) Fx0.y/ fixes a1; : : : ; an 1 for all y 2 I
(2) .Fx0.y//.x0/D y for all y 2 I 0
(3) Fx0.x0/D id.
Now let .b1; : : : ; bn 1/2Pn 1 have the same orientation as .a1; : : : ; an 1/ then since
G is continuously n  1–transitive there exists g 2 G so that g.ai/D bi for each i .
Let x0 2 S1 n fb1; : : : ; bn 1g and let I 0 be the component of S1 n fb1; : : : ; bn 1g in
which it lies. Define Fx0 W I 0!G by
Fx0.y/D g ıFg 1.x0/.g 1.y// ıg 1
for y 2 I 0 . Then Fx0 satisfies,
(1) Fx0.y/ fixes b1; : : : ; bn 1 for all y 2 I
(2) .Fx0.y//.x0/D y for all y 2 I 0
(3) Fx0.x0/D id
and we have that Œ3) 2
Finally we have to show that Œ2) 1. Let X ;Y W Œ0; 1! Pn be an compatible pair of
paths. We define X 0W Œ0; 1! Pn 1 by
X 0.t/D .x1.t/; : : : ;xn 1.t//
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and Y 0W Œ0; 1! Pn 1 by
Y 0.t/D .y1.t/; : : : ;yn 1.t//:
Notice that X 0 and Y 0 will also be a compatible pair of paths. Furthermore, as
G is continuously n   1–transitive there will exist a path g0W Œ0; 1! G such that
g0.t/.xi.t//D yi.t/ for 1 i  n  1.
The paths X 0;Y 0W Œ0; 1! Pn 1 will also be compatible with the constant paths,
X 00W Œ0; 1! Pn 1
X 00.t/D X 0.0/
and Y 00W Œ0; 1! Pn 1
Y 00.t/D Y 0.0/
respectively. So that there exist paths g0x;g0y W Œ0; 1!G with g0x.xi.0//D xi.t/ and
g0y.yi.0//D yi.t/ for 1 i  n  1. Furthermore, by pre composing with .g0x.0// 1
and .g0y.0// 1 if necessary, we can assume that g0x.0/D g0y.0/D id.
We now construct a path gx W Œ0; 1!G which satisfies,
gx.t/.xi.0//D xi.t/
for 1  i  n. To do this let I be the component of S1 n fx1.0/; : : : ;xn 1.0/g
containing xn.0/. By assumption we have a continuous map Fxn.0/W I!G satisfying
(1) Fxn.0/.y/ fixes x1.0/; : : : ;xn 1.0/ for all y 2 I
(2) .Fxn.0/.y//.x/D y for all y 2 I
(3) Fxn.0/.x/D id.
Define gx W Œ0; 1!G by
gx.t/D g0x.t/ ı .Fxn.0/..g0x.t// 1.xn.t//// 1:
Then gx.t/.xi.0// D xi.t/ for 1  i  n. We can repeat this process with g0y to
construct a path gy W Œ0; 1!G satisfying gy.t/.yi.0//D yi.t/ for 1 i  n.
The map g0.0/ which we defined earlier will map xi.0/ to yi.0/ for 1  i  n  1.
Moreover, g0.0/.xn.0// will lie in the same component of S1 n fy1.0/; : : :yn 1.0/g
as yn.0/. So we have a map Fg0.0/.xn.0//.yn.0// which maps g
0.0/.xn.0// to yn.0/
and fixes the other yi.0/. Putting all of this together allows us to define gW Œ0; 1!G
by
g.t/D gy.t/ ıFg0.0/.xn.0//.yn.0// ıg0.0/ ı .gx.t// 1:
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This is a path in G which satisfies gt .xi.t//D yi.t/ for each i and t . Since we can do
this for any two compatible paths, G is continuously n–transitive and we have shown
that Œ2) 1.
Proposition 2.6 If G is 1–transitive and there exists a continuous deformation of the
identity ft W Œ0; 1!G in G , then G is continuously 1–transitive.
Proof Let x0 2 S1 be such that ft0.x0/¤ x0 for some t0 2 Œ0; 1. Take x 2 S1 then
there exists g 2G such that g.x/D x0 . Consequently, g 1 ıft ıg is a continuous
deformation of the identity which doesn’t fix x for some t . Since these deformations
exist for each x 2 S1 the proof follows in exactly the same way as Œ4) 1 from the
proof of Lemma 2.5.
From now on we will assume that G contains a continuous deformation of the identity,
and hence is continuously 1–transitive.
3 The set Jx
Definition 3.1 For x 2 S1 we define Jx to be the set of points y 2 S1 which satisfy
the following condition. There exists a continuous deformation of the identity ft 2G
which fixes x for all t and such that ft0.y/¤ y for some t0 2 Œ0; 1.
It follows directly from this definition that x 62 Jx .
Lemma 3.2 Jf .x/ D f .Jx/ for every f 2G and x 2 S1 .
Proof Let y 2 Jf .x/ and let ft be the corresponding continuous deformation of the
identity with ft0.y/¤ y . Then f  1 ı ft ı f is also a continuous deformation of the
identity which now fixes x , and for which ft0.f
 1.y//¤ f  1.y/. This means that
f  1.y/ 2 Jx and hence y 2 f .Jx/ so that Jf .x/  f .Jx/. The other inclusion is an
identical argument.
Lemma 3.3 Jx is open for every x 2 S1 .
Proof Let y 2 Jx and take ft to be the corresponding continuous deformation of
the identity with ft0.y/¤ y for some t0 2 Œ0; 1. Then since ft0 is continuous there
exists a neighborhood U of y such that ft0.z/¤ z for all z 2 U . This implies that
U  Jx and hence that Jx is open.
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Lemma 3.4 Jx D ∅ for every x 2 S1 or Jx has a finite complement for every
x 2 S1 .
To prove this lemma we will use the Hausdorff maximality Theorem which we now
recall.
Definition 3.5 A set P is partially ordered by a binary relation  if,
(1) a b and b  c implies a c
(2) a a for every a 2 P
(3) a b and b  a implies that aD b .
Definition 3.6 A subset Q of a partially ordered set P is totally ordered if for every
pair a; b 2Q either a b or b  a. A totally ordered subset Q P is maximal if for
any member a 2 P nQ, Q[fag is not totally ordered.
Theorem 3.7 (Hausdorff Maximality Theorem) Every nonempty partially ordered
set contains a maximal totally ordered subset.
We now prove Lemma 3.4.
Proof Assume that there exists x 2 S1 for which Jx D ∅. Then for every y 2 S1
there exists a map g 2G such that g.x/D y . Consequently,
Jy D Jg.x/ D g.Jx/D g.∅/D∅
for every y 2 S1 .
Assume that Jx ¤∅ for every x 2 S1 and let Sx D S1 nJx denote the complement
of Jx . This means that Sx consists of the points y 2 S1 such every continuous
deformation of the identity which fixes x also fixes y . The set P D fSx W x 2 S1g is
partially ordered by inclusion so that by Theorem 3.7 there exists a maximal totally
ordered subset, QD fSx W x 2Ag, where A is the appropriate subset of S1 .
If we set S DTx2A Sx then we have the following:
(1) S ¤∅
(2) if x 2 S then Sx D S .
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(1) follows from the fact that S is the intersection of a descending family of compact
sets, and hence is nonempty.
To see that (2) is also true, fix x 2 S . Then from the definition of S , we will have
x 2 Sa for each a 2 A. In other words, if we take a 2 A, then every continuous
deformation of the identity which fixes a will also fix x . Furthermore, if y 2 Sx then
every continuous deformation of the identity which fixes a not only fixes x but y too,
so that Sx  Sa . This is true for every a 2A so that Sx  S . On the other hand, by
the maximality of Q, it must contain Sx . Consequently, if x 2 S then Sx D S .
Fix x0 2S and assume for contradiction that Sx0 is infinite. Take a sequence xn 2Sx0
and let xnk be a convergent subsequence with limit x
0 . This limit will also be in Sx0
as it is closed. As Jx0 is a nonempty open subset of S
1 it will contain an interval
.a; b/ with a; b 2 Sx0 . Take maps ga;gb 2 G so that ga.x0/ D a and gb.x0/ D b .
Since x0; a 2 Sx0 we have that,
ga.Sx0/D ga.Sx0/D Sga.x0/ D Sa D Sx0
and similarly for gb . As a result ga.xn/;gb.xn/ 2 Sx0 for each n, but ga;gb are
orientation preserving homeomorphisms so that at least one of these points will lie in
.a; b/, a contradiction.
We have shown that Sx0 is finite. If we now take any other point x 2 S1 then there
exists a map g2G such that g.x0/Dx . This means that the set SxDSg.x0/Dg.Sx0/
will also be finite and we are done.
Theorem 3.8 If Jx D ∅ for all x 2 S1 then G is conjugate in Homeo.S1/ to the
group of rotations SO.2;R/.
We require the following lemma for the proof of this Theorem.
Lemma 3.9 If f W R ! R is a homeomorphism which conjugates translations to
translations, then it is an affine map.
Proof Let f be a homeomorphism which conjugates translations to translations and
set f1 D T ı f where T is the translation that sends f .0/ to 0. Then f1 fixes 0 and
also conjugates translations to translations. In particular there exists ˛ such that f1
conjugates x 7! xC 1 to the map x 7! xC˛ . Notice that ˛ ¤ 0 since the identity is
only conjugate to itself.
Now define f2 D f1 ıM˛ where M˛.x/D ˛x . A simple calculation shows that f2
conjugates x 7! xC 1 to itself and conjugates translations to translations. Since f2
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fixes 0 and conjugates x 7! xC 1 to itself, we deduce that it must fix all the integer
points.
Now, for n 2N let  2R be such that .f2/ 1 ıT1=n ıf2D T where T˛.x/D xC˛ .
It follows that,
T1 D .f2/ 1 ı .T1=n/n ıf2 D ..f2/ 1 ıT1=n ıf2/n D .T /n
so that  D 1=n and .f2/ 1 ıT1=n ıf2 D T1=n for every n 2N. Combining this with
the fact that f2 fixes 0, we see that f2 must fix all the rational points and hence is the
identity. This implies that f1 and hence f are affine.
We can now prove Theorem 3.8.
Proof Let bG < G denote the path component of the identity in G . We are going
to show that bG is a compact group. Proposition 4.1 in [5] will then imply that it is
conjugate in Homeo.S1/ to a subgroup of SO.2;R/. Moreover, as bG is 1–transitive
it will be equal to the whole of SO.2;R/.
For x 2 S1 let x W R! S1 be the usual projection map which sends each integer to
x and for each integer translation T W R! R satisfies x ıT D x .
If we fix x 2S1 then since G is continuously 1–transitive we can choose a continuous
path gW Œ0; 1!G such that g.t/.x/D x.t/ and g.0/D id. Notice that this path is
contained in bG and g.1/ is not necessarily the identity even though it fixes x .
For x 2 S1 we define a continuous map Fx W R! bG by
Fx.t/D g.t   Œt / ıg.1/Œt  ./
where Œt  is the greatest integer less than or equal to t . Set f D Fx.1/. Note that
Fx.n/D f n for every n 2 Z.
We claim that Fx has the following properties,
(1) Fx.t/.x/D x.t/ for every t 2 R
(2) Fx.0/D id
(3) The map Fx is a surjection, that is Fx.R/D bG
(4) If the map f D Fx.1/ is not equal to the identity map then Fx is a bijection
The first two properties follow directly from the definition. To see that the third property
holds, let hs be a path in bG , s  0, h0 D id. Let ˛.s/D hs.x/. We have that ˛ is
a continuous map from the non-negative reals RC into the circle. Since the set RC
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is contractible we can lift the map ˛ into the universal cover of the circle. That is,
there is a map ˇW RC ! R such that x ı ˇ D ˛ . We have Fx.ˇ.s//.x/ D hs.x/.
Then .hs 1 ıFx.ˇ.s///.x/D x . It follows from the assumption of the theorem that
Fx.ˇ.s//D hs and Fx is surjective. The map Fx is injective for 0 t < 1, because
Fx.t/.x/D x.t/. If Fx.1/ is not the identity, and since Fx.1/.x/D x we have that
Fx.m/D Fx.n/ if and only if mD n, for every two integers m; n. This implies the
fourth property.
It follows from ./, and the surjectivity of Fx , that bG is a compact group if and only
if the cyclic group generated by Fx.1/D f is a compact group. We will prove that
f D id.
Assume that f is not the identity map. Since Fx is a bijection for each t 2 R there
exists a unique sn.t/ 2 R such that,
f n ıFx.t/ ıf  n D Fx.sn.t//: ./
This defines a function snW R!R which we claim is continuous for each n. To see this,
fix n and let tm 2 R be a convergent sequence with limit t 0 . Since Fx is continuous,
f n ıFx.tm/ ıf  n  ! f n ıFx.t 0/ ıf  n
and so Fx.sn.tm//! Fx.sn.t 0// as m!1.
Now, if sn.tmk / is a convergent subsequence, with limit t0 , then using continuity
Fx.sn.tmk // will converge to Fx.t0/. Since Fx is a bijection this gives us that
t0D sn.t 0/. Consequently, if the sequence sn.tm/ were bounded, then it would converge
to t 0 .
Assume now that the sequence sn.tm/ is unbounded and take a divergent subsequence
sn.tmk /. Consider the corresponding sequence,
Fx.sn.tmk //D g.sn.tmk /  Œsn.tmk // ıf Œsn.tmk /:
Since sn.tmk /  Œsn.tmk / 2 Œ0; 1/ for each m, there exists a subsequence tmkl of tmk
such that sn.tmkl / Œsn.tmkl / converges to some t0 2 Œ0; 1. Now since g is continuous
and the sequence Fx.sn.tm// converges to a homeomorphism Fx.sn.t 0// we have
that f Œsn.tmkl / converges to a homeomorphism as l !1. However, as sn.tmk / is
divergent Œsn.tmkl / will be divergent too.
Let Sf denote the set of fixed points of f . Note that x 2 Sf . Since we assume that
f is not the identity we have that S1 nSf is non-empty. Let J be a component of
S1 nSf and let a; b 2 S1 be its endpoints. Since f fixes J , and has no fixed points
inside J we deduce that on compact subsets of J the sequence f Œsn.tmkl / converges
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to one of the endpoints and consequently, can not converge to a homeomorphism. This
is a contradiction, so sn.tm/ can not be unbounded and sn is continuous.
Notice that sn.0/D 0 and if t 2 Z then Fx.t/ will commute with the f n so we have
sn.m/Dm for all m 2 Z. This yields that sn.Œ0; 1/D Œ0; 1 for every n 2 Z.
Let Uf  S1 be the set defined as follows. We say that y 2 Uf if there exists an open
interval I , y 2 I , such that jf n.I/j ! 0, n!1. Here jf n.I/j denotes the length
of the corresponding interval. The set Uf is open. We show that Uf is non-empty and
not equal to S1 . As before, let J be a component of S1 n Sf and let a; b 2 S1 be
its endpoints. Since f fixes J , and has no fixed points inside J we deduce that on
compact subsets of J the sequence f n converges to one of the endpoints, say a. This
shows that J  Uf . Also, this shows that the point b does not belong to Uf .
Let y 2Uf , and let I be the corresponding open interval so that y 2I and jf n.I/j!0,
n ! 1. Set f n.I/ D In . Consider the interval Fx.sn.t//.In/, t 2 Œ0; 1. Since
sn.Œ0; 1/D Œ0; 1 we have that Fx.sn.Œ0; 1// is a compact family of homeomorphisms.
This allows us to conclude that jFx.sn.t//.In/j ! 0, n!1, uniformly in n and
t 2 Œ0; 1. Set Jt D Fx.t/.I/. From ./ we have that jf n.Jt /j ! 0, n!1, for a
fixed t 2 Œ0; 1. This implies that the point Fx.t/.y/ belongs to the set Uf for every
t 2 Œ0; 1.
Let J be a component of Uf , and let a; b be its endpoints. Note that the points a; b do
not belong to Uf . Since Fx.t/ is a continuous path and Fx.0/D id, for small enough
t we have that Fx.t/.J /\J ¤∅. Since Fx.t/.J /Uf , and since a; b are not in Uf
we have that Fx.t/.J /D J . By continuity this extends to hold for every t 2 Œ0; 1. But
this means that Fx.t/.a/D a for every t 2 Œ0; 1. However, for appropriately chosen
inverse t0 D  1x .a/, we have that Fx.t0/.x/ D a, which contradicts the fact that
Fx.t0/ is a homeomorphism. This shows that f D id, and therefore we have proved
that bG is a compact group.
To finish the argument, it remains to show that G D bG . Let ˆ 2Homeo.S1/ be a map
which conjugates bG to SO.2;R/ and take g 2G n bG . Since bG is a normal subgroup
of G , ˆ ıg ıˆ 1 conjugates rotations to rotations. Lifting to the universal cover we
get that every lift of ˆ ıg ıˆ 1 conjugates translations to translations. If we choose
one then by Lemma 3.9 it will be affine. On the other hand, it must be periodic, and
hence is a translation. So that ˆ ıg ıˆ 1 is itself a rotation and we are done.
Theorem 3.10 If Jx ¤∅ then one of the following is true:
(1) Jx D S1 n fxg in which case G is continuously 2–transitive.
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(2) There exists R 2 Homeo.S1/ which is conjugate to a finite order rotation and
satisfies RıgDgıR for every g 2G . Moreover, G is a cyclic cover of a group
G which is continuously 2–transitive, where the covering transformations are
the cyclic group generated by R.
Proof If Jx D S1 n fxg then we are in case 4 of Lemma 2.5 with n D 2. In this
situation we know that G will be continuously 2–transitive.
We already know that Sx D S1 nJx must contain x and by Lemma 3.4 must be finite.
Moreover, as f .Jx/D Jf .x/ the sets Sx contain the same number of points for each
x 2 S1 . Define RW S1! S1 by taking R.x/ to be the first point of Sx you come
to as you travel anticlockwise around S1 . Now take g 2 G and x 2 S1 , then since
Jg.x/ D g.Jx/ and g is orientation preserving R ıg.x/D g ıR.x/ for all x 2 S1 .
We now show that R is a homeomorphism. To see this take any continuous path
xt 2 S1 , we will show that R.xt / ! R.x0/ as t ! 0. Since G is continuously
1–transitive, there exists a continuous path gt 2G satisfying gt .xt /D x0 , so that,
lim
t!0R.xt /D limt!0.gt /
 1.R.gt .xt ///D lim
t!0.gt /
 1.R.x0//DR.x0/:
where the first equality follows from the fact that R ıg.x/D g ıR.x/ for all x 2 S1 .
This shows that R is continuous. If we take y 62 Jx then Jx  Jy , and hence Sx Sy
but in this case since Sx and Sy contain the same number of points they will be equal.
Consequently, R has an inverse defined by taking R 1.x/ to be the first point of Sx
you come to by traveling clockwise around S1 and this inverse is continuous by the
same argument as for R. Consequently, R 2 Homeo.S1/. Furthermore, R is of finite
order equal to the number of points in Sx and hence conjugate to a rotation.
Let  denote the cyclic subgroup of Homeo.S1/generated by R. Define  W S1!
S1= Š S1 , in the usual way with .x/ being the orbit of x under  . Since
Rıg.x/DgıR.x/ for all x 2S1 , each g 2G defines a well defined homeomorphism
of the quotient space S1= which we call g . This gives us a homomorphism
 W G!Homeo.S1/, defined by .g/D g . Let G denote the image of G under
 , then G is a cyclic cover of G .
It remains to see that G is continuously 2–transitive. This follows from the fact
that if we take x0 2 S1 then J.x0/ D .Jx0/, where J.x0/ is the set of points that
can be moved by continuous deformations of the identity in G which fix .x0/.
Consequently, J.x0/ D S1 n fx0g so that G is continuously 2–transitive by the first
part of this proposition.
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4 Implications of continuous 2–transitivity
We now know that if G is transitive and contains a continuous deformation of the
identity then it is either conjugate to the group of rotations SO.2;R/, is continuously
2–transitive, or is a cyclic cover of a group which is continuously 2–transitive. For the
rest of the paper we assume that G is continuously 2–transitive and examine which
possibilities arise.
For n 2 and .x1 : : :xn/ 2 Pn we define Jx1:::xn to be the subset of S1 containing
the points x 2 S1 which satisfy the following condition. There exists a continuous
deformation of the identity ft 2G , with ft .xi/D xi for each i and t and such that
there exists t0 2 Œ0; 1 with ft0.x/¤ x . This generalizes the earlier definition of Jx
and we get the following analogous results.
Lemma 4.1 Jf .x1/:::f .xn/ D f .Jx1:::xn/ for every f 2G .
Lemma 4.2 Jx1:::xn is open.
We also have the following.
Lemma 4.3 If Jx1:::xn is nonempty and G is continuously n–transitive, then it is
equal to S1 n fx1 : : :xng.
Proof Assume that Jx1:::xn  S1 n fx1; : : : ;xng is nonempty. By Lemma 4.2 it is
also open and hence is a countable union of open intervals. Pick one of these, and call
its endpoints b1 and b2 . Assume for contradiction that at least one of b1 and b2 is
not one of the xi . Interchanging b1 and b2 if necessary we can assume that this point
is b1 . Since G is continuously n–transitive there exist elements of G which cyclically
permute the xi . Using these elements and the fact that Jf .x1/:::f .xn/D f .Jx1:::xn/ for
every f 2 G , we can assume without loss of generality that b1 and hence the whole
interval lies in the component of S1 nfx1; : : : ;xng whose endpoints are x1 and x2 .
We now claim that Jb1;b2;x3;:::;xn  Jx1:::xn . To see this, take x 2 Jx1:::xn , then there
exists a continuous deformation of the identity ft which fixes x1; : : : ;xn and for
which there exists t0 such that ft0.x/¤ x . Now since b1; b2 62 Jx1:::xn , ft must also
fix b1 and b2 for all t , consequently we can use ft to show that x 2 Jb1;b2;x3;:::;xn .
In particular, this means that Jb1;b2;x3;:::;xn contains the whole interval between b1
and b2 .
Take g 2 G which maps fb1; b2g to fx1;x2g and fixes the other xi , such an element
exists as G is continuously n–transitive. Then,
Jx1;x2;x3;:::;xn D Jg.b1/;g.b2/;g.x3/;:::;g.xn/ D g.Jb1;b2;x3;:::;xn/
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so that Jx1:::xn must contain the whole interval between x1 and x2 . This is a contra-
diction, since b1 lies between x1 and x2 but is not in Jx1:::xn .
Proposition 4.4 Let G be continuously n–transitive for some n 2 and suppose there
exist n distinct points a1; : : : ; an 2 S1 and a continuous deformation of the identity
gt 2G , which fixes each ai for all t . Then G is continuously nC 1 transitive.
Proof Ja1:::an ¤∅ so by Lemma 4.3 Ja1:::an DS1nfa1; : : : ; ang. We can now apply
Lemma 2.5 to see that G is continuously nC 1–transitive.
Corollary 4.5 If G is continuously 2–transitive and there exists g 2 G n fidg with
an open interval I  S1 such that the restriction of g to I is the identity, then G is
continuously n–transitive for every n 2.
Proof Let I  S1 be a maximal interval on which g acts as the identity, so that if
I 0  I is another interval containing I then g doesn’t act as the identity on I 0 . Let
a and b be the endpoints of I and let at and bt be continuous injective paths with
a0 D a,b0 D b and at ; bt 62 I for each t ¤ 0. This is possible because g ¤ id so that
S1 nI will be a closed interval containing more than one point. Let gt be a continuous
path in G so that g0 D id, gt .a/ D at and gt .b/ D bt , such a path exists as G is
continuously 2–transitive.
Consider the path ht D g 1 ı gt ı g ı g 1t since g0 D id we get h0 D id. Now
gt ıg ıg 1t acts as the identity on the interval between at and bt and by maximality
of I , g 1 will not act as the identity for t ¤ 0. Consequently, ht is a continuous
deformation of the identity which acts as the identity on I . So if G is continuously
k–transitive for k  2, by taking k–points in I and using Proposition 4.4 we get
that G is kC 1–transitive. As a result, since G is continuously 2–transitive it will be
n–transitive for every n 2.
SO.2;R/ is an example of a subgroup of Homeo(S1 ) which is continuously 1–transitive
but not continuously 2–transitive. However, as the next result shows, there are no
subgroups of Homeo(S1 ) which are continuously 2–transitive but not continuously
3–transitive.
Proposition 4.6 If G is continuously 2–transitive, then it is continuously 3–transitive.
Proof Let a; b 2 S1 be distinct points. Construct two injective paths a.t/; b.t/ in S1
with disjoint images, such that a.0/D a, b.0/D b and such that a.t/ and b.t/ lie in
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the same component of S1 n fa; bg for t 2 .0; 1. We label this component I and the
other I 0 .
Since G is continuously 2–transitive, there exists a path g.t/ 2G such that g.0/D id,
g.t/.a/ D a.t/ and g.t/.b/ D b.t/ for every t . Now for every t the restriction of
g.t/ to the closure of I , is a continuous map of a closed interval into itself, and hence
must have a fixed point, c.t/. This point will normally not be unique, but since g.t/ is
continuous, for a small enough time interval we can choose it to depend continuously
on t . Likewise for the restriction of g.t/ 1 to the closure of I 0 , for a small enough
time interval we can choose a path of fixed points d.t/, which must therefore also be
fixed points for g.t/.
Now pick points c 2 I and d 2 I 0 . Using continuous 2–transitivity of G construct a
path h.t/ 2 G such that h.t/.c/D c.t/ and h.t/.d/D d.t/. Then h 1t ı g.t/ ı ht is
only the identity when t D 0 because the same is true of g.t/ and we have constructed
a continuous deformation of the identity which fixes c and d for all t . Consequently
we can use Proposition 4.4 to show that G is continuously 3–transitive.
5 Convergence Groups
Definition 5.1 A subgroup G of Homeo.S1/is a convergence group if for every
sequence of distinct elements gn 2G , there exists a subsequence gnk satisfying one
of the following two properties:
(1) There exists g 2G such that,
lim
k!1
gnk D g and lim
k!1
g 1nk D g 1
uniformly in S1 .
(2) There exist points x0;y0 2 S1 such that,
lim
k!1
gnk D x0 and lim
k!1
g 1nk D y0
uniformly on compact subsets of S1 n fy0g and S1 n fx0g respectively.
The notion of convergence groups was introduced by Gehring and Martin [4] and they
have proceeded to play a central role in geometric group theory. The following theorem
has been one of the most important and we shall make frequent use of it.
Theorem 5.2 G is a convergence group if and only if it is conjugate in Homeo.S1/
to a subgroup of PSL.2;R/.
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This Theorem was proved by Gabai in [3]. Prior to that, Tukia [7] proved this result in
many cases and Hinkkanen [6] proved it for non discrete groups. Casson and Jungreis
proved it independently using different methods [2]. See [2], [3], [7] for references to
other papers in this subject.
For the rest of this section we shall assume that G is continuously n–transitive, but
not continuously nC 1–transitive for some n 3.
Take .x1; : : : ;xn 1/ 2 Pn 1 and define
G0 D fg 2G W g.xi/D xi i D 1; : : : ; n  1g:
Choose a component I of S1 n fx1; : : : ;xn 1g and denote its closure by xI . We
construct a homomorphism ˆW G0 ! Homeo.S1/ as follows. Take g 2 G0 , then
since g fixes the endpoints of I and is orientation preserving, we can restrict it to
a homeomorphism g0 of xI . By identifying the endpoints of xI we get a copy of S1
and we define ˆ.g/ to be the homeomorphism of S1 that g0 descends to under this
identification. We label the identification point x and set G0 Dˆ.G0/ to be the image
of G0 under ˆ.
In this situation Lemma 2.5 implies the following. For every x 2 I , there exists a
continuous map Fx W S1 n x ! G0 satisfying the properties,
(1) .Fx.y//.x/D y 8 y 2 S1 n x
(2) Fx.x/D id.
Proposition 5.3 ˆW G0! G0 is an isomorphism.
Proof Surjectivity is trivial. If we assume that ˆ is not injective then there will exist
g 2 G0 which is non-trivial and acts as the identity on I . Then by Corollary 4.5 G
will be nC 1 transitive, a contradiction.
Let bG 0 denote the path component of the identity in G0 , we now analyze the groupbG 0 Dˆ.bG 0/.
Proposition 5.4 bG 0 is a convergence group.
Proof Choose x 2 I then we know there exists a continuous map Fx W S1 n x! G0
satisfying the properties,
(1) .Fx.y//.x/D y 8 y 2 S1 n x
(2) Fx.x/D id.
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Now since Fx.x/D id and Fx is continuous, the image of Fx will lie entirely in bG 0 .
In fact, Fx gives a bijection between S1 n x and bG 0 . To see this we first observe
that injectivity follows directly from condition 1. To see that it is also surjective, take
g 2 bG 0 . Then there exists a path gt 2 bG 0 for t 2 Œ0; 1 with g0 D id and g1 D g . So
that gt .x/ is a path in S1 n x from x to g.x/. Consider the path .Fx.gt .x/// 1 ıgt
in bG 0 , it fixes x for every t , and so must be the identity for each t . Otherwise, by
Proposition 4.4, G would be continuously nC 1–transitive, which would contradict
our assumptions. As a result g D Fx.g.x// so Fx is a bijection, with inverse given
by evaluation at x .
Fix x0 2 S1 n x , let gn be a sequence of elements of bG 0 and consider the sequence of
points gn.x0/, since S1 is compact gn.x0/ has a convergent subsequence gnk .x0/
converging to some point x0 . If x0 ¤ x then by continuity of Fx0 , gnk will converge
to Fx0.x
0/. Now if there does not exist a subsequence of gn.x0/ converging to some
x0 ¤ x , then take a subsequence gnk such that gnk .x0/ converges to x . If we can
show that gnk .x/ converges to x for every x 2 S1 n x then we shall be done.
Suppose for contradiction that there exists x 2 S1 n x such that gnk .x/ does not
converge to x . Then there exists a subsequence of gnk .x/ which converges to x0 ¤ x ,
but then by the previous argument the corresponding subsequence of gnk will converge
to the homeomorphism Fx.x0/. This is a contradiction since Fx.x0/.x0/ would have
to equal x .
Corollary 5.5 Let g be an element of bG 0 . If g fixes a point in S1 n x then it is the
identity.
Proof Let x 2 S1 n x be a fixed point of g . From the previous proof we know that
Fx W I! bG 0 is a bijection. So that Fx.g.x//Dg , but g fixes x so that gDFx.x/D id.
Corollary 5.6 The restriction of the action of bG 0 to S1 n x is conjugate to the action
of R on itself by translation.
Proof By Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.4 bG 0 is conjugate in Homeo.S1/to a
subgroup of PSL.2;R/ which fixes the point x . Moreover, from Corollary 5.5 this is
the only point fixed by a non trivial element. By identifying S1 with R[f1g so that
x is identified with f1g in the usual way, we see that bG 0 is conjugate to a subgroup
of the Mo¨bius group acting on R [ f1g. Since every element will fix f1g, their
restriction to R will be an element of Aff(R) acting without fixed points, so can only
be a translation. On the other hand the group must act transitively on R and so must
be the full group of translations. This gives the result.
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Proposition 5.7 The restriction of the action of G0 to I is conjugate to the action of
a subgroup of the affine group Aff.R/ on R. In particular, each non trivial element of
G0 can act on I with at most one fixed point.
Proof The restriction of bG 0 to S1 n x is isomorphic to the restriction of bG 0 to I . So
that by Corollary 5.6 there exists a homeomorphism W I ! R which conjugates the
restriction of bG 0 to I , to the action of R on itself by translation. Take h 2G0 n bG 0
then h0 D  ıh ı 1 is a self-homeomorphism of R . Since bG 0 is a normal subgroup
of G0 , h0 conjugates every translation to another one and so by Lemma 3.9 is itself an
affine map and the proof is complete.
Let g be a nontrivial element of G0 , then g 2 bG 0 if and only if it acts on each com-
ponent of S1 n fx1; : : : ;xn 1g as a conjugate of a non trivial translation. Furthermore,
if g 62 bG 0 then it acts on each component of S1 n fx1; : : : ;xn 1g as a conjugate of
a affine map which is not a translation, each of which must have a fixed point. This
situation cannot actually arise as the next proposition will show.
Proposition 5.8 G0 D bG 0
Proof Let g 2 G0 n bG 0 , then g acts on each component of S1 n fx1; : : : ;xn 1g as
a conjugate of a affine map which is not a translation. Consequently, g will have a
fixed point in each component of S1 n fx1; : : : ;xn 1g. Label the fixed points of g in
the components of S1 n fx1; : : : ;xn 1g whose boundaries both contain x1 as y1 and
y2 . Since G is n–transitive, there exists a map g0 which sends y1 to x1 and fixes
all the other xi . Then g0 ıg ı .g0/ 1 fixes all the xi and hence is an element of G0 .
On the other hand, g0 ıg ı .g0/ 1 also fixes g0.x1/ and g0.y2/ which lie in the same
component of S1 n fx1; : : : ;xn 1g, this is impossible since every non-trivial element
of G0 can only have one fixed point in each component of S1 n fx1; : : : ;xn 1g.
Corollary 5.9 The restriction of the action of G0 to I is conjugate to the action of R
on itself by translation. In particular the action is free.
We finish this section by comparing the directions that a non-trivial element of G0
moves points in different components of S1 n fx1; : : : ;xn 1g. So endow S1 with the
anti-clockwise orientation, this gives us an ordering on any interval I  S1 , where for
distinct points x;y 2 I , x  y if one travels in an anti-clockwise direction to get from
x to y in I . Let g 2 G0 n fidg if I is a component of S1 n fx1; : : : ;xn 1g then we
shall say that g acts positively on I if x  g.x/ and negatively if x  g.x/ for one
and hence every x 2 I .
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Let I and I 0 be the two components of S1 nfx1; : : : ;xn 1g whose boundaries contain
xi . Labeled so that in the order on the closure of I , x  xi for each x 2 I , whereas
in the order on the closure of I 0 , xi  x for each x 2 I 0 . Then we have the following,
Proposition 5.10 Let g be a non trivial element of G0 , if g acts positively on I then
it acts negatively on I 0 and if g acts negatively on I then it acts positively on I 0 .
Proof Let x;x0 2 I and y;y0 2 I 0 be points such that x  x0 and y  y0 . There
exists g 2G fixing x1; : : : ;xi 1 and xiC1; : : : ;xn 1 and sending x to x0 and y to
y0 . This map will have a fixed point zx between x0 and y0 , since it maps the interval
between them into itself.
Let g0 2 G fix x1; : : : ;xi 1 and xiC1; : : : ;xn 1 and send zx to xi . Then g0 D
g0 ıgı .g0/ 1 will fix x1; : : : ;xn 1 and hence lie in G0 . Moreover, g0 acts positively
on I and negatively on I 0 .
Now let g1 2 G0 be any non-trivial element which acts positively on I . Then there
exists a path gt in G0 from g0 D g0 ı g ı .g0/ 1 to g1 , so that gt ¤ id for any t .
Since gt is never the identity and g0 acts negatively on I 0 , g1 must also act negatively
on I 0 .
If h 2 G0 is a non-trivial element which acts negatively on I , then h 1 will act
positively on I . So that, by the above argument, h 1 will act negatively on I 0 . This
means that h will act positively on I 0 as required.
Corollary 5.11 If G is n–transitive but not nC 1–transitive for n 3 then n is odd.
Proof Let g be a non-trivial element of G0 which acts positively on some component
I of S1 n fx1; : : : ;xn 1g. Then by Proposition 5.10 as we travel around S1 in an
anti-clockwise direction the manner in which it acts on each component will alternate
between negative and positive. Consequently, if n was even, when we return to I we
would require that g acted negatively on I , a contradiction, so n is odd.
6 Continuous 3–transitivity and beyond
We begin this section by analyzing the case where G is continuously 3–transitive but
not continuously 4–transitive. We shall show that such a group is a convergence group
and consequently conjugate to a subgroup of PSL.2;R/.
Fix distinct points x0;y0 2 S1 and define
G0 D fg 2G W g.x0/D x0;g.y0/D y0g
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xG D fg 2G W g.x0/D x0g
then we have the following propositions.
Proposition 6.1 G0 is a convergence group.
Proof From Corollary 5.9, we know that the restriction of G0 to each of the compo-
nents of S1 n fx0;y0g is conjugate to the action of R on itself by translation. Let gn
be a sequence of distinct elements of G0 and take a point x 2 S1 n fx0;y0g. Then the
sequence of points gn.x/ will have a convergent subsequence gnk .x/. If this sequence
converges to x0 or y0 , then from Proposition 5.10 so will the sequences gnk .y/ for
all y 2 S1 n fy0g or S1 n fx0g respectively.
Let Ix be the component of S1 n fx0;y0g containing x . Assume that the sequence
of points gnk .x/ converges to a point x
0 2 Ix . Now let y be a point in the other
component, Iy of S1 n fx0;y0g, and consider the sequence of points gnk .y/ in Iy . If
it had a subsequence which converged to x0 or y0 then the sequence gnk .x/ would
have to as well. This is impossible so gnk .y/ must stay within a compact subset of Iy
and hence gnk has a subsequence, gnkl for which gnkl .y/ converges to some point
y0 2 Iy .
By Corollary 5.9 there exist self homeomorphisms of Ix and Iy to which the sequence
gnkl converges uniformly on Ix and Iy respectively. Gluing these together at x0 and
y0 gives us an element of Homeo(S1 ) which gnk converges to uniformly. Consequently,
G0 is a convergence group.
Proposition 6.2 xG is a convergence group.
Proof Let fn be a sequence of elements of xG . If for every y 2 S1 n fx0g every
convergent subsequence of fn.y/ converges to x0 then we would be done. So assume
that this is not the case, take y 2 S1 n fx0g such that the sequence of points fn.y/ has
a convergent subsequence fnk .y/ converging to some point zy ¤ x0 . Let I be a small
open interval around zy , not containing x0 then since G is continuously 3–transitive,
there exists a map Fzy W I ! xG satisfying the following,
(1) Fzy.x/.zy/D x for all x 2 I
(2) Fzy.zy/ is the identity.
Let g1;g2 2 xG satisfy g1.zy/D y0 and g2.y0/D y consider the sequence,
hk D g1 ıFzy.fnk .y// 1 ıfnk ıg2
of elements of xG . They all fix y0 , and since g1 ıFzy.fnk .y// 1 converges to g1 as
k!1 we have the following.
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(1) If hk contains a subsequence hkl such that there exists a homeomorphism h
with,
lim
l!1
hkl D h and lim
l!1
.hkl /
 1 D h 1
then so does fnk .
(2) Furthermore, if there exist points x0;y0 2S1 and a subsequence hkl of hk such
that,
lim
l!1
hkl D x0 and lim
l!1
.hkl /
 1 D y0
uniformly on compact subsets of S1 n fy0g and S1 n fx0g respectively, then so
does fnk (x
0 and y0 will be replaced by g 1
1
.x0/ and g 1
1
.y0/).
Now, since G0 is a convergence group, one of the above situations must occur. Conse-
quently, xG D fg 2G W g.x0/D x0g is a convergence group.
Proposition 6.3 If G is a subgroup of Homeo.S1/which is continuously 3–transitive
but not continuously 4–transitive then G is a convergence group.
Proof This proof is almost identical to the previous one but we write it out in full for
clarity.
Choose x0 2 S1 and let fn be a sequence of elements of G . Then since S1 is
compact, the sequence of points fn.x0/ will have a convergent subsequence, fnk .x0/,
converging to some point zx . Let I be a small open interval around zx , then since G is
continuously 3–transitive, there exists a map Fzx W I !G satisfying the following,
(1) Fzx.x/.zx/D x for all x 2 I
(2) Fzx.zx/ is the identity.
Let g 2G send zx to x0 and consider the sequence,
hk D g ıFzx.fnk .x0// 1 ıfnk
of elements of G . They all fix x0 , and since g ıFzx.fnk .x0// 1 converges to g as
k!1 we have the following.
(1) If hk contains a subsequence hkl such that there exists a homeomorphism h
with,
lim
l!1
hkl D h and lim
l!1
.hkl /
 1 D h 1
then so does fnk .
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(2) Furthermore, if there exist points x0;y0 2S1 and a subsequence hkl of hk such
that,
lim
l!1
hkl D x0 and lim
l!1
.hkl /
 1 D y0
uniformly on compact subsets of S1 n fy0g and S1 n fx0g respectively, then so
does fnk (x
0 and y0 will be replaced by g 1.x0/ and g 1.y0/).
Now, since xG D fg 2G W g.x0/D x0g is a convergence group G is too.
We now look at the case where G is continuously 4–transitive. In this case, we show
that G must be n–transitive for every n 2 N.
Theorem 6.4 If G is continuously n–transitive for n  4, then it is continuously
nC 1–transitive.
Proof Fix n  4 and assume for contradiction that G is continuously n–transitive
but not continuously nC 1–transitive. Take .a1; : : : ; an 2/ 2 Pn 2 and define,
xG D fg 2G W g.ai/D ai 8ig
Let I be a component of S1 n fa1; : : : ; an 2g. Construct a homomorphism ‰W xG!
Homeo.S1/ in the same way as ˆW G0 ! Homeo.S1/ was constructed in Section
5. Explicitly, take g 2 xG , restrict it to a self homeomorphism of xI and identify the
endpoints to get an element of Homeo.S1/.
Let xG denote the image of xG under ‰ . Then as in Proposition 5.3 xG is isomorphic
to xG . Using the arguments from the earlier Propositions in this section we can show
that xG is a convergence group and hence conjugate to a subgroup of PSL.2;R/. On
the other hand, xG is 2–transitive on I and every element fixes the identification point.
This means that the action of xG on I must be conjugate to the action of Aff.R/ on R .
Let I and I 0 be two components of S1 n fa1; : : : ; an 2g and let W I ! R be a
homeomorphism which conjugates the action of xG on I to the action of Aff(R) on R .
Let an 1; a0n 1 be two distinct points in I 0 . Consider the groups
G0 D fg 2 xG W g.an 1/D an 1g
and
G00 D fg 2 xG W g.a0n 1/D a0n 1g
They each act transitively on I and by Corollary 5.5 and Proposition 5.8 without fixed
points. Consequently,  conjugates both of these actions to the action of R on itself by
translation. Let g 2G0 and g0 2G00 be elements which are conjugated to x 7! xC 1
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by  . Then g 1 ıg0 acts on I as the identity. However, if it is equal to the identity,
then g0 D g fixes an 1 and a0n 1 , this is impossible as non-trivial elements of xG can
have at most one fixed point in I 0 . So g 1 ı g is a non-trivial element of G which
acts as the identity on I and so by Corollary 4.5 we have that G is continuously
nC 1–transitive.
7 Summary of Results
Theorem 7.1 Let G be a transitive subgroup of Homeo.S1/which contains a non
constant continuous path. Then one of the following mutually exclusive possibilities
holds:
(1) G is conjugate to SO.2;R/ in Homeo.S1/.
(2) G is conjugate to PSL.2;R/ in Homeo.S1/.
(3) For every f 2Homeo.S1/and each finite set of points x1; : : : ;xn 2 S1 there
exists g 2G such that g.xi/D f .xi/ for each i .
(4) G is a cyclic cover of a conjugate of PSL.2;R/ in Homeo.S1/and hence conju-
gate to PSLk.2;R/ for some k > 1.
(5) G is a cyclic cover of a group satisfying condition 3 above.
Proof Let f W Œ0; 1!G be a non constant continuous path. Then
f .0/ 1 ıf W Œ0; 1!G
is a continuous deformation of the identity in G . Consequently, Proposition 2.6 tells
us that G is continuously 1–transitive.
If Jx D ∅ for every x 2 S1 then by Theorem 3.8 G is conjugate to SO.2;R/ in
Homeo.S1/. If Jx ¤∅ for some and hence all x 2 S1 then by Theorem 3.10 G is
either continuously 2–transitive or is a cyclic cover of a group G0 which is continuously
2–transitive.
So assume that G is continuously 2–transitive, then by Proposition 4.6 it is continuously
3–transitive. If moreover G is not continuously 4–transitive, then by Proposition 6.3
it is a convergence group and hence conjugate to a subgroup of PSL.2;R/. On the
other hand, since G is continuously 3–transitive, it is 3–transitive, and hence must be
conjugate to the whole of PSL.2;R/.
If we now assume that G is continuously 4–transitive then by Theorem 6.4 it is
continuously n–transitive and hence n–transitive for every n 2 N. So if we take
f 2Homeo.S1/and a finite set of points x1; : : : ;xn 2S1 there exists g 2G such that
g.xi/D f .xi/ and we are done.
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Theorem 7.2 Let G be a closed transitive subgroup of Homeo.S1/which contains a
non constant continuous path. Then one of the following mutually exclusive possibilities
holds:
(1) G is conjugate to SO.2;R/ in Homeo.S1/.
(2) G is conjugate to PSLk.2;R/ in Homeo.S1/for some k  1.
(3) G is conjugate to Homeok.S1/ in Homeo.S1/for some k  1.
Proof Since G is a transitive subgroup of Homeo.S1/which contains a non constant
continuous path, Theorem 7.1 applies. It remains to show that if G satisfies condition
3 in Theorem 7.1 then its closure is Homeo.S1/.
To see this, let f be an arbitrary element of Homeo.S1/. If we can find a sequence
of elements of G which converges uniformly to f then we shall be done. So let
fan W n 2Ng be a countable and dense set of points in S1 . Choose a sequence of maps
gn 2G so that gn.ak/D f .ak/ for 1 k  n. Then gn will converge uniformly to
f so that the closure of G will equal Homeo.S1/.
Theorem 7.3 PSL.2;R/ is a maximal closed subgroup of Homeo.S1/.
Proof Let G be a closed subgroup of Homeo.S1/containing PSL.2;R/. Then G is
3–transitive and by applying Theorem 7.2 we can see that Homeo.S1/and PSL.2;R/
are the only possibilities for G .
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